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ABSTRACT The capability of flexible network management makes it available to incorporate software-

defined networking (SDN) in the wide area network (WAN). Thereinto, multiple controllers are deployed

in the software-defined wide area network (SDWAN) to tackle the performance bottleneck. Thus, how to

effectively solve the load balancing problem in the control plane towards SDWAN under different constraints

is worthy of further study. In order to achieve load balancing among the distributed controllers, we proposed a

low-complexity controller placement algorithm, Simulated Annealing Partition-based K-Means (SAPKM),

towards SDWAN. Meanwhile, two cost functions were proposed as the load balancing indices to assess the

efficiency of the proposed algorithm from the perspective of topology structure and flow traffic distribution,

respectively. Simulations were performed by using actual topologies on Topology Zoo with different sizes

and different structures. Experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of SAPKM in reducing both

average load and load balancing indices with propagation latency and network reliability performance

enhanced simultaneously.

INDEX TERMS Software-defined wide area network (SDWAN), controller placement, load balancing,

propagation latency, network reliability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new paradigm

which departs the control plane from the data plane to fur-

ther improve network performance and manage the whole

network more efficiently and flexibly. Multiple physically

distributed controllers composing the control plane offer

a logically centralized vision of the network and manage

forwarding devices in the data plane to forward packets

and to execute the handover. Large scale networks, e.g.

the software-defined wide area network (SDWAN), need

numerous dedicated controllers to meet performance metrics,

including latency, reliability, etc. Thus, how to determine the

number and the locations of the controllers with appropriate

assignments for solving load balancing issue in SDWAN

worth in-depth study.

Heller et al. [1] introduce the controller placement prob-

lem (CPP) for the first time. The authors study the impact

of the number and locations of the controllers on both
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average/worst-case latencies and prove that the controller

placement problem is NP-hard. In OpenFlow v.1.3, an SDN

controller can be any role including the master, slave, and

equal [2], [3]. Controllers can change their roles at any time

which allows dynamic switch migration to maintain load

balancing among distributed controllers. However, since the

propagation latency dominates the performance and dynamic

migration will definitely increase both flow setup time and

response time, the relatively statical assignment is the nor-

mality of WANs.

Concerning WAN, Xiao et al. [4] firstly define the metrics

of the CPP in WANs regarding both latency and reliability

by incorporating spectral clustering to partition the domains

inside. Considering heterogeneity and interconnections of

controllers, Sallahi and St-Hilaire [5] study the optimal model

for CPP, which is merely practical for small scale networks.

Heuristic toolset named POCO is adopted in [6] to address

the CPP with respect to requirements range from latency

constraints to load balancing and failure tolerance, which

compensates the loss of accuracy for faster computation

times. Zhang et al. [7] mainly focus on the control traffic
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exchanged among the controllers and formulate an analytical

model to estimate the impact of inter-controller communi-

cations on the reaction time perceived at the switches. The

authors also evaluate the trade-offs between two kinds of

latencies by using real ISP network topologies for simulation.

Wang et al. [8] analyze the end-to-end latency and queueing

latency on controllers in detail, and partition the WANs into

smaller domains by using and proving effectiveness of the

centroied-based clustering algorithm in decreasing both kinds

of latencies.

Speaking of network reliability, Hu et al. [9] address the

CPP and firstly present the expected percentage of con-

trol path loss as a metric to characterize the reliability of

given networks. The authors not only prove the NP-hardness

of reliability-aware CPP but also validate the effectiveness

of the simulated annealing algorithm (SA) on maximizing

network reliability without introducing unacceptable laten-

cies. Another controller placement strategy named Survivor

introduced by Müller et al. [10] further improves the sur-

vivability of SDN networks by considering path diversity,

capacity-awareness of controllers, and failover mechanisms

during initial placement. Ros and Ruiz [11] firstly shows

that the network reliability is principally determined by the

network topology structure, especially the density of the

internal nodes. The authors introduce the fault-tolerant CPP

and propose a heuristic algorithm to provide solutions with

required reliability, but they don’t optimize the propagation

latency. Besides, Jiménez et al. [12] build robust trees by

using the proposed k-Critical algorithm to discover the min-

imum number and the locations of controllers for creating a

robust control layer in response to network disturbances.

On the other hand, the dynamic controller placement

problem (DCPP) is raised and defined in [13] for the first

time. The authors propose a framework with multiple ded-

icated controllers working cooperatively according to net-

work dynamics. However, the formulated optimal model and

two corresponding heuristic algorithms neglect to evaluate

the network reliability. In addition, ul Huque et al. [14]

address the DCPP consisting of two parts, determining the

number and locations of controllers to support a dynamic

load and bound communication latencies, respectively. The

authors evaluate the proposed algorithm named LiDy+

with the time complexity O(n2) on both sparse and dense

networks.

Compared with SDWAN, the satellite networks [15] and

integrated terrestrial-satellite networks [16] also have large

coverage for the types of forwarding equipment in the data

plane. Besides, both the satellite networks [17] and inte-

grated terrestrial-satellite networks [18] subject to the lim-

ited and unbalanced network resources. How to explore new

network architectures to supply services [19] and applica-

tions [20] with various QoS/QoE requirements in different

scenarios [21] is challenging. For satellite communications

towards 5G [22], Papa et al. [23] considered the DCPP in

an LEO constellation satellite network for minimizing the

average flow setup time.

The controller load balancing is another inevitable and

crucial performance metric in the control plane of SDWAN.

Dixit et al. [24] introduce an elastic distributed controller

architecture to maintain controller load balance by changing

the number of controllers according to traffic conditions.

Ahmed and Boutaba [25] focus on the design considera-

tions, e.g. flow setup and monitoring, for a multi-controller

architecture towards SDWAN. Yao et al. [26] define a node

weight for controllers and proposed a switch migration algo-

rithm to realize controller load balance according to flow

dynamics. Sallahi and St-Hilaire [27] introduce an expansion

model minimizing update cost when re-organizing network

topologies. Tingting et al. [28] regard the controllers and

the switches as the elements of a bipartite graph and pro-

posed a Kuhn-Munkres based minimum weight matching

algorithm to decrease the propagation latency and load imbal-

ance. Recently, Li et al. [29] propose a load balancing based

dynamic multi-controller placement scheme, which consid-

ers the propagation latency and the controller capacity as

the main factors for controller placement. The authors take

both intra-domain and inter-domain communication costs as

optimization targets, and propose two algorithms to deal with

initial static and dynamic states, respectively. Hou et al. [30]

introduce a multi-controller placement scheme in hierarchi-

cal architecture towards SDWAN. The proposed algorithm

enhanced performance metrics to varying degrees, including

load balancing, request latency, and control plane reliability.

Unlike the above-mentioned papers, we define two differ-

ent cost functions in term of the network topology structure

and flow traffic distribution to estimate load balancing effi-

ciency, and hybridize the network partition scheme to solve

the load balancing controller placement problem. The entire

network is divided into multiple sub-domains, and only one

dedicated controller is deployed in each of them. By incorpo-

rating the centroid-based clustering algorithm [8], we propose

the Simulated Annealing Partition-based K-Means (SAPKM)

algorithm to solve the load balancing controller placement

problem. The main contributions of this paper are briefly

highlighted as follows.

• The Simulated Annealing Partition-based K-Means

(SAPKM) algorithm is proposed to ameliorate the con-

troller placement problem in SDWAN for minimizing

average controller load and enhance other performance

metrics, including propagation latency and network reli-

ability.

• Two weighted cost functions are defined as the load

balancing indices in terms of network topology structure

and flow traffic distribution, respectively. We not only

consider the number of switches and the flow request

rate managed by the controller in each sub-domain but

also take the node degree of each switch and the propa-

gation latency between the switches and corresponding

controller at the same time.

• The decision conditions can be defined as average

controller load, normalized weighted node degree or

normalized weighted node flow to evaluate the load
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balancing efficiency when employing the proposed

algorithm for minimizing average controller load in

SDWAN.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

introduces the MILP model formulation of SDWAN and for-

mulates performance metrics mathematically with practical

constraints. Section III introduces the proposed algorithm

SAPKM and its variants by changing decision conditions

from average load to weighted cost functions. Section IV

presents the numerical results, which show the superiority

of the low-complexity SAPKM in both minimizing average

controller load and enhancing other performance metrics

simultaneously. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in

Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND

PERFORMANCE METRICS

In this section, the system model of the SDWAN is illustrated

in the first place. We model the load balancing controller

placement problem as amixed-integer linear program (MILP)

with performance metrics formulated mathematically. Two

cost functions in perspective of topology structure and flow

traffic distribution are defined to evaluate the appropriateness

of the deployment.

A. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this paper, we assume the SDWAN consists of multiple

in-band controllers in the control plane and plenty of SDN

forwarding devices, like OpenFlow switches and routers,

in the data plane.

The load of the controllers is not only affected by the

network topology structure but also limited by the processing

capacity. Thereinto, the network topology may change in

the following situations [31]. Firstly, if the flow traffic load

surpasses the overall processing capacity of the distributed

controllers, new controllers will be set up to prevent the net-

work from paralysis. Secondly, if a controller is out of work

due to a node or link failure, the switches in the corresponding

sub-domain will connect to other controllers. Thirdly, if the

load of an individual controller is beyond its processing

capacity, selected switches will also be migrated to other

controllers. If a controller is overloaded, both the response

latency and the controller failure rate will increase. Thus,

load balancing between the distributed controllers is critical

for solving the controller placement problem. Due to the

large coverage of the SDWAN, we assume that the network

topology will remain static after the network is initialized.

The latency between switches and controllers is partic-

ularly critical since the connections between them are the

fundamental basis for network management. Four kinds of

latencies compose the overall network latency, i.e. packet

transmission latency, packet propagation latency, switch

queueing latency and controller processing latency [32].

For scenarios like WANs, e.g. OS3E, controller processing

latency and packet propagation latency play significant roles

in the overall latency; while for data centers, the rest two kinds

of latencies dominate. Moreover, considering the dominance

of propagation latency in transmission latency between con-

trollers and switches, we mainly focus on the propagation

latency here.

As for controller placements to attain reliable network,

[9] defines reliability as a performance metric and tried

to minimize the expected percentage of control path loss.

In other words, controller placements can prevent the network

from disruptions owing to node or link failures to a certain

degree. Nevertheless, improper controller placements and

assignments between switches and controllers may also cause

links overload or load imbalance.

Therefore, this paper mainly considers the impact of con-

troller placements on average controller load and other per-

formance metrics, including average/maximum propagation

latency and average network reliability. The optimization

target is to minimize the average controller load in SDWAN

with latency and processing capacity constraints. Besides,

two cost functions are established to assess load balancing

in terms of topology structure and flow traffic distribution.

It should be noted that our main interest is to properly deploy

a sufficient number of controllers to prevent the network from

congestion or controller overload. In other words, issues like

the optimum number of controllers and switchmigrations due

to overloaded controllers or network congestion are beyond

the scope of this paper.

B. PLACEMENT METRICS

We assume an SDWAN is modeled as an undirected graph

G = (V, E), where V represents the set of nodes, and E

the set of physical links among them. Detailed notations and

definitions are summarized in Table 1.

For any switch i ∈ V , dij is defined as the latency of

the shortest path from switch i to controller j. According to

previous works [1], the shortest path from i to j is selected

by using the Dijkstra algorithm. Hence, the average and

maximum latency can be defined respectively as

dij =
Dijk(i, j)

vel
, i ∈ V, j ∈ C, (1)

Davg =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

xijdij, (2)

Dmax = max
i∈V,

N
∑

j=1

xijdij. (3)

The process of flow traffic distribution in each sub-domain

can be described as an M/M/1 queue [33]. Thus, based on

the M/M/1 queueing model in queuing theory, the controller

in each sub-domain can be regarded as the server, while the

switches can be regarded as the users served by the controller.

In the proposed model of SDWAN, the controller load is

defined as the flow request rate of all the switches in the

corresponding sub-domain. Hence, the load of controller j
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TABLE 1. Notations and Definitions.

and the average load can be expressed as following:

Lj =
1

n

N
∑

i=1

xijλij, (4)

Lavg =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

xijyjλij. (5)

To prevent the network from overload problem, we intro-

duce two cost functions, Ldgr and Lflw, as load balancing

indices to evaluate the load balancing issue, which represent

the weighted node degree and weighted node flow, respec-

tively. As for network topology structure, we not only con-

sider the number of switches in each sub-domain but also

think about the degrees of them. On the other hand, as for

flow traffic distribution, we not only consider the flow rate

of switches but also take the propagation latency between the

controller and the switches into account in each sub-domain.

Thus, we defined the two load balancing index of the model

as following:

wj = 1 +
Degj

Degmax
, (6)

8j,dgr =

N
∑

i=1

xijwjdij, (7)

8dgr =

N
∑

j=1

yj8j,dgr, (8)

Ldgr =

√

√

√

√

√

N
∑

j=1

yj

(

8j,dgr

8dgr
−

1

M

)2

, (9)

8j,flw =

N
∑

i=1

xijλijdij, (10)

8flw =

N
∑

j=1

yj8j,flw, (11)

Lflw =

√

√

√

√

√

N
∑

j=1

yj

(

8j,flw

8flw
−

1

M

)2

. (12)

Among them, eq. (6) means the weighted node degree for a

node; eq. (7) means the weighted node degree for controller j;

eq. (8) means the overall weighted node degree; eq. (9) means

the normalized weighted node degree. Similarly, eq. (10)

means the weighted node flow for controller j; eq. (11) means

the overall weighted node flow; eq. (12) means the normal-

ized weighted node flow.

Let Vi→j denotes the node set, and Ei→j denotes the link set

on the path from switch i to controller j, the path reliability rij
and the average network reliability Ravg can be calculated as

rij =
∏

e∈Ei→j

(1 − pe)
∏

v∈Vi→j

(1 − pv), (13)

Ravg =
1

N

M
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

xijyjrij. (14)

Therefore, the load balancing controller placement prob-

lem in SDWAN can be formally defined as follows.

Given a set of nodes V , andM controllers for deployment,

our goal is to determine the optimal placement of M con-

trollers C ⊆ V to minimize the average controller load as top

priority, reduce the propagation latency, improve the network

reliability, lower the cost functionwith latency and processing

capacity constraints, namely,

min Lavg (15)

s.t. Davg ≤ Dcst, (16)

N
∑

i=1

xijλij ≤ ηjAj, (17)

N
∑

j=1

xij = 1, (18)

N
∑

j=1

yj = M , (19)

xij ≤ yj, (20)

xij, yj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n (21)

Among them, eq. (16) means that the average propagation

latency should meet the latency constraints; eq. (17) means

the flow traffic should meet the processing capacity con-

straints; eq. (18) means that each switch is assigned to merely

one controller; eq. (19) means there are exactlyM controllers

deployed separately in the network; eq. (20) means there is no

control path between node i and j without a controller placed

at node j; eq. (21) are numeric constraints.
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III. SIMULATED ANNEALING PARTITION-BASED

K-MEANS ALGORITHM FOR LOAD BALANCING

CONTROLLER PLACEMENT PROBLEM

By incorporating the network partition scheme, a hybridized

efficient algorithm is proposed to address the load balancing

controller placement problem in this section. For SDWAN,

it is essential to partition the network for the deployment

of distributed controllers. The core of network partition is

to depart the whole networks into multiple sub-domains by

using appropriate methods. Previous works [8], [9] apply

simulated annealing (SA) algorithm and clustering-based net-

work partition algorithm, i.e., Optimized K-Means (OKM)

algorithm respectively to study the CPP and validate the

effectiveness of the above algorithms for either enhancing

reliability or decreasing end-to-end latency.

In the standard K-means algorithm, the initial nodes are

randomly selected, and the network partition varies from each

iteration. On the other hand, the main idea of OKM is to

divide the topology into a certain number of sub-domains

by iteratively partitioning the topology and updating the

centroids of them. Meanwhile, the main thought of SA

is to iterate a new neighbor solution every execution to

continuously optimize the objective function, with random

initialization.

However, previous works merely focused on optimiz-

ing the process of iteration but neglected the importance

of node initialization. Thus, enlighted by the thought of

OKM, we reconsider the problem of controller placements

and switches assignments, proposing a Simulated Annealing

Partition-based K-Means (SAPKM) algorithm to tackle the

load balancing controller placemen problem with lower com-

putational complexity.

Given topologieswill be divided intomultiple sub-domains

to simplify the deployment process. The centroid is defined as

the only node which has the shortest distance to other nodes

in each sub-domain. Therefore the centroid initialization of

a given network topology is unique and certain. It is worth

mentioning that selecting the centroids as the initial sets

contributes to further reducing the complexity of the problem.

It should be noted that the above algorithms are designed

essentially in perspective of propagation latency, where the

problems of ‘‘controller placement’’ and ‘‘switch assign-

ment’’ are unified into the ‘‘controller placement problem.’’

In other words, once the locations of the controllers are deter-

mined, the assignment relationship between the controllers

and the switches are confirmed, then the network partition

solutions are determined. Although the near-optimal or even

optimal latency performance can be obtained, it is difficult

to ensure that the proposed partition-based algorithm adap-

tiveness in load balancing when the difference of topology

structures is considered. Therefore, it is necessary to make

a difference between the ‘‘controller placement problem’’

and ‘‘switch assignment problem’’ for the load balancing

controller placement problem towards SDWAN, where the

optimization target is minimizing the controller load and

maintaining the load balance in control plane.

The main idea of SAPKM can be divided into two steps:

constantly partitions the given network topology from one

sub-domain into a certain number of sub-domains based on

the centroids to minimize the network propagation latency,

and iteratively updates the centers based on the centroids of

the sub-domains to minimize average controller load. There-

into, the ensuing partition process of SAPKM in the first

phase can ultimately find the determined centroids of the sub-

domains, which guarantees both the less average controller

load and less propagation latency within less computational

time. Besides, the placement of the controllers obtained by

executing SAPKM can also enhance the performance of net-

work reliability to some extent.

As shown in Algorithm 1, the first step is to select

initial sets, Cctd, which consist the centroids of M sub-

domains. Then, we calculate the performance metrics and

cost functions, including average controller load Lavg, aver-

age propagation latency Davg, average network reliability

Ravg, normalized weighted node degree Ldgr, and normalized

weighted node flow Lflr. After entering the while loop, a new

neighbor solution Cnew will be obtained at every iteration.

If the updated average network latency Davg is lower than

the threshold latency Dcst and the each updated controller

load is less than corresponding available processing capacity,

the updated network reliability Rnew and two cost functions,

Ldgr_new, Lflw_new, will be calculated and recorded. In the pro-

cess of minimizing average controller load, some unsatisfied

results may also be recorded and updated with the acceptance

probability P(1) = e−
1
T , where

1 = Lnew − Lavg. (22)

In addition, T = T0 denotes the initial temperature, Tfinal
the terminate termperature, and α the annealing coefficient. It

should be noted that, the difference value can also be defined

by the cost function Ldgr or Lflw, namely:

1 = Ldgr_new − Ldgr, (23)

1 = Lflr_new − Lflr. (24)

Finally, we obtain the optimized placement results with

minimized average controller load and other enhanced per-

formance metrics under practical constraints.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed SAPKM formulation is evaluated on vari-

ous real networks from OS3E [34] and Internet Topology

Zoo [35] with the comparisons on the performance metrics

with other algorithms. Specifically, five network topologies

with various structures and number of nodes are included:

Nsfnet, ATT, Agis, OS3E, Chinanet, with detailed topol-

ogy and failure probability settings listed in Table 2 [36].

In order to obtain stable performance, we repeat random

placement algorithms for 100 times and take the average

value. We assume the flows transmitted by the switches meet

the Poisson distributionwith the flow request rate ranges from

150 kb/s to 550 kb/s. Besides, the processing capacity of each
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Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing Partition-based K-Means

algorithm (SAPKM) for Load Balancing Controller

Placement
Input:

G(V, E): the target topology of a certain physical

network.

M : the target number of SDN controllers.

A: the processing capacity sequence of controllers.

η: the redundancy factor sequence of controllers.

λ: the flow request rate sequence of switches.

Dcst: the network latency constraint.

Output:

Copt: the optimized placement of M SDN controllers for

load balancing.

Davg: the average propagation latency between con-

trollers and switches.

Ravg: the average path reliability of the netwotk.

L: the load sequence of controllers.

Ldgr: the cost of normalized weighted controller degree.

Lflw: the cost of normalized weighted controller flow.

1: Initialize T = T0,Tfinal, α.

2: Partition the topology into M sub-domains, obtain M −

centroids set Cctd.

3: Compute Davg, Ravg, L, Ldgr, Lflw according to Cctd.

4: while T > Tfinal do

5: Generate a new neighbor controller set Cnew.

6: Compute Dnew, Lnew, according to Cnew.

7: if Dnew ≤ Dcst, Lnew ≤ ηA then

8: Compute Rnew,Ldgr_new,Lflw_new.

9: 1 = Lnew − L.

10: Generate a random number δ ∈ (0, 1).

11: if 1 ≤ 0 or e−1/T > δ then

12: Copt = Cnew.

13: Davg = Dnew, Ravg = Rnew, L = Lnew,

Ldgr = Ldgr_new, Lflw = Ldgr_new.

14: end if

15: end if

16: T = T · α.

17: end while

18: return Copt, Davg, Ravg, L, Ldgr, Lflw

TABLE 2. Topology and Failure Probability Settings.

controller is set to 15M with the redundancy factor randomly

selected between 0.9 and 1 [29].

For better estimating the load balancing efficiency of the

above algorithms, we record the average deployment results

by two cost function in terms of the weighted node degree

and the weighted node flow, respectively. All the algorithms

are performed in MATLAB (R2018a) running on a Mac-

Book Air, with 1.8GHz Intel Core i5 CPUs, 8GB 1600MHz

DDR3 RAM.

The simulation consists of four following steps: First of

all, topology settings including node coordinates and the links

connections are derived from real network topologies on the

public. With the length of each available path calculated by

the Haversine formula [4], the Dijkstra algorithm is employed

to choose the shortest path between any two nodes. Further-

more, the associated propagation latency is calculated with

propagation velocity, vel = 2 × 108 m/s [32]. Finally, with

the above preliminary works and topology settings on failure

probability, various algorithms are employed to solve the CPP

for minimizing average controller load and enhance other

performance metrics under latency and processing capacity

constraints. Here, we assume the constraint latency is 10ms

in the following simulations.

In order to evaluate the performance and computational

complexity of the proposed algorithm, we compare SAPKM

with other two representative solutions, SA, and OKM. The

effectivenesses of both SA andOKMonCPP are exhaustively

proved in previous works [8], [9].

We first evaluate the SAPKM algorithm in comparison

with the above solutions and then demonstrate how the

average controller load is minimized and cost functions are

decreased in large topology with less running time. Through-

out this paper, we use cost function and load balancing index

interchangeably.

A. LOAD DISTRIBUTION AND LOAD BALANCING

In this subsection, we first analyze two cost functions of

the above network topologies when employing various algo-

rithms. In order to give insight into the cost functions of the

controller load, we take the OS3E topology as an example

to analyze the effect of the number of controllers on them.

Besides, for exploring the relationship between the two cost

functions, we make a comparison in the values of both of

them. Specifically, we employ the proposed algorithm by

changing the decision conditions in turn. For example. if we

are interested in the load balancing efficiency in terms of the

average weighted node degree, we can employ the proposed

algorithm twice by using both cost functions as the decision

conditions, respectively. In the experiments, we simultane-

ously record the load balancing index values of both weighted

node degree and weighted node flow. Finally, we compare

and analyze the relationship between the flow traffic distri-

bution and the cost functions in detail.

Fig. 1 shows the average weighted node degree load bal-

ancing index of three algorithms in different network topolo-

gies when M = 5. The weighted node degree cost function

represents the number of switches managed by each con-

troller in the corresponding sub-domain. Besides, we also

consider the node degree of each switch and the propagation

latency from each of them to the controller. In perspective of

the network topology, the smaller the average weighted node
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FIGURE 1. Comparisons of the average weighted node degree on
different network topologies.

FIGURE 2. Comparisons of the average weighted node degree on OS3E.

degree cost function, the more balanced the controller load in

each sub-domain. Apparently, the more nodes in the network

topology, the larger the values of the average weighted node

degree cost function. As a matter of course, the values of

average weight node degree derived from three algorithms in

weighted node degree have better efficiency of load balancing

than that of weighted node flow. In other words, the weighted

node flow as the cost function cannot achieve better values

for the weighted node degree.

Besides, both SA and SAPKM almost have less value of

average weighted node degree than OKM. However, due to

the different topological properties of the above networks,

SAPKM outperforms SA in Nsfnet and Chinanet, while the

opposite conclusions are drawn in ATT, Agis, and OS3E.

Therefore, if we defined the weighted node degree cost

function as the load balancing index, the proposed algorithm

may achieve good performance, but the load balancing effi-

ciency may be limited by the topological properties.

Fig. 2 shows the average weighted node degree cost

function of three algorithms in the OS3E topology when

the number of controllers varies from 1 to 10. Conspicu-

ously, the average weighted node degree cost function has

a monotone decreasing tendency with a growing number

of controllers. SA has better load balancing efficiency than

FIGURE 3. Comparisons of the average weighted node flow on different
network topologies.

SAPKM and OKM when the number of controllers is less

than or equal to 7. On the other hand, SAPKM and OKM

have smaller values when 8 or more controllers are deployed

in the OS3E topology, and SAPKMoutperforms PKMon this

occasion. Therefore, SAPKM has near-optimal load balanc-

ing index in weighted node degree, but the efficiency of load

balancing still subject to the topological properties.

Similarly, Fig. 3 shows the average weighted node flow

load balancing index of the above algorithms in different net-

work topologies when M = 5. The weighted node flow cost

function represents the aggregated number of flow requests

from the switches managed by the controller per second in

the corresponding sub-domain. Besides, we also consider

the propagation latency from each switch to the controller.

In perspective of the flow traffic distribution, the smaller the

average weighted node flow cost function, the more balanced

the controller load in each sub-domain. Apparently, the more

nodes in the network topology, the larger the values of the

average weighted node flow cost function. As a matter of

course, the values of average weight node flow derived from

three algorithms in weighted node flow have better efficiency

of load balancing than that of weighted node degree. In other

words, the weighted node degree as the cost function cannot

achieve better values for the weighted node flow. In contrast,

SAPKM always has less value of average weighted node

flow than both OKM and SA. Furthermore, even the above

networks have various topological properties, SAPKM with

weighted node flow as the load balancing index achieves the

best load balancing efficiency than other algorithms nomatter

the load balancing index is set to weighted node degree or

weighted node flow.

Therefore, if we defined the weighted node flow cost func-

tion as the load balancing index, the proposed algorithm can

achieve near-optimal load balancing performance, which is

not limited by the topological properties.

Fig. 4 shows the average weighted node flow load cost

function of three algorithms in the OS3E topology when the

number of controllers varies from 1 to 10. Conspicuously,

the average weighted node flow cost function has a monotone
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FIGURE 4. Comparisons of the average weighted node flow on OS3E.

FIGURE 5. Comparisons of the normalized load balancing index on
different network topologies.

decreasing tendency with a growing number of controllers.

Compared with the weighted node degree cost function,

SAPKM with weighted node flow load balancing index

always has better load balancing efficiency than SA and

OKM. In addition, it should be noted that OKM has a smaller

value than SA does when 8 or more controllers are deployed

in the OS3E topology. Therefore, SAPKM has near-optimal

load balancing index in weighted node degree, and the effi-

ciency of load balancing is not subject to the topological

properties.

In order to further explore the rationality of the above cost

functions, we perform the algorithms in the above network

topologies and analyze the two normalized cost functions,

Ldgr and Lflw, instead of average cost functions as stated

above. We also record the average controller load sequence

in ascending order to show the efficiency of the proposed

algorithm with different cost functions.

Fig. 5 shows the normalized load balancing index of the

above algorithms with different cost functions in the above

network topologies when M = 5. The normalized load

balancing index represents the standard deviation of the cost

function among the controllers. Unexpectedly, the value of

the normalized load balancing index varies from each other

FIGURE 6. Comparisons of average load sequence on OS3E in normalized
cost functions.

FIGURE 7. Comparisons of average load sequence on OS3E with SAPKM
in minimum/average normalized cost functions.

in the above topologies. In general, the proposed algorithm

always has better load balancing efficiency in the above

topologies except for Nsfnet. Since the normalized load bal-

ancing index mainly evaluate how much the weight cost

function of the controllers is from the average value, the

comparison in normalized indices weakens the effect of topo-

logical properties and actual flow traffic distribution. Thus

how to evaluate the load balancing efficiency by taking both

topological properties and actual flow traffic distribution

into account worth further study, which is one of our future

research directions. Hence we take the OS3E topology as an

example to further study the relationship between the various

load balancing index and the controller load sequence in

terms of flow traffic distribution.

Fig. 6 shows the average controller load sequence in

ascending order in the OS3E topology by employing three

algorithms with two cost functions. It should be noted that,

the average controller load sequence in Fig. 6 is derived from

repeating the algorithms and taking the average value. Mean-

while, we further analyze the effect of two cost functions

on the controller load sequence by performing the proposed

algorithm.

Fig. 7 shows the average controller load sequence in

ascending order in the OS3E topology by employing SAPKM
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TABLE 3. Normalized Load Balancing Index in OS3E by Performing
SAPKM.

FIGURE 8. Comparisons of the overall average propagation latency on
different topologies.

with two cost functions. We not only display the average

results of SAPKM by applying two cost functions but also

record the best results of the two functions for comparison.

Apparently, the load distribution is similar no matter what the

cost function is taken when employing SAPKM regardless of

the cost function. Table 3 illustrated the normalized load bal-

ancing indices corresponding to the controller load sequence

in Fig. 7.

Therefore, we can deduce that the proposed algorithm

SAPKM not only decreases the average controller load but

also enhance the efficiency of load balancing in lowering the

cost and load distribution.

B. PROPAGATION LATENCY

In this subsection, we first compare the average propagation

latency on the above topologies with three algorithms, then

take the OS3E topology as an example to analyze the effect

of the number of controllers on average propagation latency.

Fig. 8 displays the comparison results of average propa-

gation latency on various topologies by employing the above

algorithms whenM = 5. For OKM, both cost functions show

almost the same average propagation latency performance.

For SA, taking weighted node flow as the cost function shows

better latency performance than weighted node degree cost

function does. On the other hand, SA outperforms OKM for

latency performance in Agis, while OKM surpasses SA in

other network topologies. For SAPKM, taking weighted node

FIGURE 9. Comparisons of the overall average propagation latency on
OS3E with different number of controllers.

flow as the cost function shows the best average propagation

latency in the above topologies in comparison with other

algorithms. Besides, if we defined the weighted node degree

cost function as the load balancing index, latency perfor-

mance will not be optimal in Nsfnet and Chinanet topologies

for SAPKM. Thus, we further investigate the effect of the

number of controllers on the average propagation latency by

taking the weighted node flow as cost function.

C. NETWORK RELIABILITY

Similarly, we first compare the average network reliability

on the above topologies with three algorithms, then take the

OS3E topology as an example to analyze the effect of the

number of controllers on reliability performance.

Fig. 9 shows the comparison results of average/maximum

propagation latency on topology OS3E among the above

algorithms when the number of controllers varies from

1 to 10. Apparently, the propagation latency presents a

monotone decreasing tendency as the number of controllers

increases. Besides, all the algorithms show similar average

propagation latency performance with the increasing num-

ber of controllers, where SAPKM slightly outperform the

other two algorithms. However, OKM has the best maximum

propagation latency than SA and SAPKM. Thereinto,

SAPKM has almost the same maximum propagation latency

except M ∈ {5, 6, 7}.

Therefore, SAPKM with weighted node flow as the cost

function achieves near-optimal average/maximum propaga-

tion latency performance for solving the load balancing issue

in SDWAN.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the comparison results of average net-

work reliability on various topologies by employing the above

algorithms whenM = 5. For OKM, both cost functions show

almost the same average network reliability performance and

outperform SA and SAPKM except OS3E. For SA, similarly,

taking weighted node flow as the cost function shows better

reliability performance than weighted node degree cost func-

tion does. However, SA cannot guarantee reliability perfor-

mance in comparison with OKM and SAPKM. Obviously,
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FIGURE 10. Comparisons of the overall average reliability on different
topologies.

FIGURE 11. Comparisons of the overall average reliability on OS3E with
different number of controllers.

SAPKM shows the same tendency for the superiority of

taking weighted node flow as the cost function in enhancing

reliability. In addition, taking weighted node flow as the

cost function shows the near-optimal reliability performance

compared with OKM in the above topologies, while SAPKM

surpasses OKM on topology OS3E. Thus, we further inves-

tigate the effect of the number of controllers on the average

network reliability by taking the weighted node flow as cost

function.

Fig. 11 shows the comparison results of average network

reliability on topology OS3E among the above algorithms

when the number of controllers varies from 1 to 10. Appar-

ently, the network reliability presents a monotone increas-

ing tendency as the number of controllers increases. Both

SAPKM and OKM outperform SA when less than 8 con-

trollers are deployed in OS3E. It should be noted that SAA

slightly exceeds OKM when the number of controllers is 7.

Besides, SAA ultimately surpasses OKM and SAPKM when

deploying 9 or 10 controllers.

Therefore, SAPKM with weighted node flow as the cost

function achieves near-optimal average network reliability

for solving load balancing issue in SDWAN when 8 or fewer

controllers are deployed on OS3E.

FIGURE 12. Comparisons of the overall average running time on different
topologies.

FIGURE 13. Comparisons of the overall average running time on OS3E
with different number of controllers.

D. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

Fig. 12 depicts comparisons of the computational running

time on the above topologies by employing the above algo-

rithms when M = 5. Apparently, the computational com-

plexities of both OKM and SAPKM are more efficient than

that of SA. SAPKM needs almost 50ms to converge while

OKM needs 10ms at most for convergence, which is suitable

for online use. Owing to the efficient and available initial-

ization by selecting the centroids as the controllers, plenty

of redundant iterations in SA will not take place in SAPKM.

Similarly, we further investigate the effect of the number of

controllers on the computational running time by taking the

weighted node flow as cost function.

Fig. 13 shows the comparison results of computational

running time on topology OS3E among the above Obviously,

the acceleration of the number of iterations with an increas-

ing amount of controllers maintains stable when employing

SAPKM, while the running time of SA improves stably as the

number of controllers increases.

Therefore, compared to SA, SAPKM greatly shortens the

computational time to ensure minimizing average controller

load with enhancing latency and reliability performance.
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Although SAPKM consumes more computational resources

than OKM, it is still advantageous to online cases.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the load balancing problem in

SDWAN and developed a low-complexity algorithm SAPKM

to minimize average controller load. We formulated the load

balancing controller placement problem as a MILP problem

in order to minimize average controller load and other per-

formancemetrics, including propagation latency and network

reliability, under latency and processing capacity constraints.

Two cost functions in terms of topology structure and flow

traffic were also defined to evaluate the appropriateness of the

deployment on load balancing efficiency towards SDWAN.

Numerical results proved the effectiveness of SAPKM in

both load balancing and other performance metrics for taking

both the topology structure and flow traffic distribution into

consideration. Furthermore, taking the weighted node flow

as the cost functions in the proposed algorithm achieves

near-optimal performance in both average controller load and

load distribution.

We will further study the load balancing problem for

topologies with multi-degree internal nodes density in the

future. Besides, exploring new efficient algorithms towards

multi-objective optimization in SDWAN is also part of our

future works.
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